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We had been having a few unusual problems with our home network and after some 
trouble-shooting, I traced the problem to the eight port network switch that we were 
using. This meant replacing that particular network switch, so I got out a Netgear 16 
Port network switch that I'd obtained some time ago and I connected it in place of the 
old one. However, the new one was dead, so I then replaced it with Linksys 16 port 
network switch that I had also obtained at the same time as the Netgear unit. This one 
worked, so that solved the network problems, but then my attention turned to the 
Netgear unit, to see if I could get it working again.

I first removed the front panel, which must be removed in order to remove the lid 
and then I removed the lid, a total of seven screws in all. This revealed the inner 
workings of the unit, which consists of four separate circuit boards. There are two 
that are in a piggy-back arrangement, plus one on the back of the front panel and the 
one that I was interested in, the power supply board, which supplies two 3.3VDC 
rails to the piggy-backed PCBs via a four conductor cable with a plug at each end.

This power supply is a typical switch-mode unit and was easily removed from the 
case by removing four screws and two plugs, one plug at the AC end and the other at 
the DC end. With the PCB removed from the unit, I started by initially checking the 
ESR of the electrolytic capacitors and all were OK, except C3, which was a little 
high, but I didn't think it  was unreasonably high for a small value capacitor,  so I 
moved on to checking other components.

After testing Q1 (a FET) and CR1 (a dual diode) which both tested good, I then 
checked the small diodes and I could find nothing wrong. I decided to replace IC1, 
which is a UC3843AN Current Mode Controller, in case it was faulty, but this proved 
fruitless, as the unit was still dead. I then decided to remove C8 (10nf Greencap) and 
C3 (47µF 25V electrolytic capacitor) from the PCB and test them further. C8 tested 
fine and C3 was well within tolerance at 44µF but a little high on the ESR reading.

I put C8 back into the PCB and I decided to replace C3, even though it did not seem 
to be too far out of spec. I then reconnected the power supply and tested the unit 
again and it now worked, which demonstrated that C3 had been the culprit all along. 
It would appear that this particular electrolytic capacitor in this particular location is 
highly critical and needs to be spot-on with it's specifications and the slightly high 
ESR reading was enough to prevent the power supply from working.

I suspected that the original UC3843AN  IC was not faulty, however, I was not going 
to go to the trouble of taking the new one out and putting the old one back in to verify 
this. It wouldn't be worth the effort for the small cost of the IC and if the old one did 
prove to be faulty, it would then be necessary to refit the new one anyway.

As  the  power  supply  was  now  working  again,  I  reassembled  the  unit  and  re-
connected it in place of the Linksys unit. I then checked the network function and all 
was good, so that's another piece of “junk” that has been given a new lease of life and 
saved from landfill. The Linksys unit will now be put away as a good working spare.


